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SBV FUNCTIONS OVER A RECTIFIABLE CURRENT 
AND A COMPACTNESS THEOREM 
By Elisabetta OSSANNA 
ABSTRACT. - In this paper we introduce a special subclass of the space of functions of bounded variation defined 
over a rectifiable current, SSV([[M]]). U sm ’ g an integration by part formula we get a criterion for membership 
to SEW ([[Ml]) which allows us to prove a compactness theorem in this class. 
Introduction 
The weak formulation of problems of image segmentation [15], or problems arising 
from the mathematical theory of liquid crystals [14], [19] leads to variational problems 
of the form 
(0.1) E(u) = 
.I 
f (x, u, Vap U) dz + 
R s 
4 (z, u+, u-, vn) dlH”-’ --+ min, 
&I 
where 0 c R” is an open set and u E BV (a) [3]. To prove the existence of solutions 
of (0.1) it has been introduced the space SBV (a) of special functions of bounded variation 
(Ul, PI, [31, 191, 1101). The space SBv(fl) is defined as follows. The distribution 
derivative DU of a function u E BV (a) is a measure which can be written 
(0.2) Du = Vap u (x) dx + Ju + Cu, 
where V”P u is the approximate differential of u (which coincides with the Radon-Nikodym 
derivative of Du with respect to W), Ju is the jump part of Du, that is the part of Du 
which is concentrated on S,, the set of essential discontinuities of u. The jump set S, 
is (n - 1)-rectifiable and Ju = (u+ - u-) v, 7-P-l L S,, where v, is the normal vector 
to S, and u+, u- are the approximate upper and lower limits of u. Finally Cu, called 
the Cantor part of Du, is what is left (see for example [l]). The functional E controls 
only the first and second term of (0.2), thus SBV (a) is defined as the set of all BV 
functions such that Cu = 0. 
In many very natural minimization problems it may happen that the domain where the 
competing functions are defined is irregular, or that the domain itself is to be determined. 
An example is the problem of minimizing functionals like sM f (VM v) d7-P1, where Y is 
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the unit normal vector to the hypersurface A4 ([5], [7], [ 131, [14]). In [6] it was suggested 
that functionals of this kind might be of use for shape optimization problems. To face these 
problems one needs a notion of real valued functions which have weak derivatives. Thus, 
in [6] it has been introduced the space BV ([[Ml]) of functions of bounded variation over 
a k-rectifiable current [(Ml]. The key idea of [6] is the fact that if u : A4 + R, then all the 
information about A4 and u can be recovered from the current T,, carried by the graph of ‘II,. 
In this work we introduce the space SBV ([[Ml]), a subclass of BV ([[Ml]), which is 
defined in analogy with SBV (a). We prove also a compactness theorem for this class. To 
give the proof, we follow the ideas of [4], where a new proof of the compactness theorem 
in SBV (a) is established through a criterion for membership to SBV (62). 
Plan of the paper: in section 1 we recall the definition of BV ([[Ml]) and we prove 
an integration by parts formula (1.7) defined on the generalized graph of U, which is 
useful to characterize the functions u E SBV ([[A4]]) with X”-l ($) < CXI (theorem 2.2). 
In section 2 we give the definition of SBV ([[A4]]) by using a decomposition of the 
measure derivative of u similar to (0.2). Moreover we prove a characterization theorem 
(theorem 2.2) and a compactness theorem in SBV ([[Ml]) (theorem 2.6). 
1. Preliminaries: BV functions over a rectifiable current 
In the following we denote by [[i’t4]] = r (A4, rl, 1) a Ic-d’ imensional rectifiable current 
in R”, where A4 is a countably k-rectifiable subset of R” with finite measure (see [16]), 
and 77 is a simple k-vector that orients A4. Moreover we remember that a k-dimensional 
current T in R” is said an integer current if T is a k-dimensional rectifiable current 
and 8T is a (/c - 1)-dimensional rectifiable current. We will always consider [[Af]] an 
integer current, that is [[A411 = r (A4, 7, 1) and 8 [[Ml] = r (N, 5, 1). We suppose that 
the multiplicity of [[Ml] is 1 only to simplify the notation, indeed what follows is true if 
the multiplicity is any integer valued function p E L1 (A4). 
Now we recall the definition of BV function over a rectifiable current [[Ml] [6]. 
Let u : A4 -+ R be an Xk-measurable function. We define the subgruph of u over [[A4]] 
as follows 
E, =((x: t) E A4 x R) 0 < t < U(Z) if u(x) > 0, 
u(x) < t < Oif U(Z) < 0); 
which is countably (k + 1)-rectifiable and we endowed it with the orientation 19 (x, t) = 
--E A q(x) if U(X) > 0, and 19(x, t) = E A q(z) if U(X) < 0, where E is the unit vector 
orienting R. The generulized graph of u over [[.A411 is the &dimensional current 
Tu = -8% + [[Ml], 
where C, = 7(Eu, 8, 1). 
DEFINITION 1.1. - A function u : M + R belongs to BV ([[Ml]) if ‘~1 E L’ (7-L” L-M) 
and the mass M (Tu) of the generalized graph of u is jnite. 
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Remark 1.2. - If u E BV ([[Ml]), then there is a countably k-rectifiable set 72 of 
5%: x R, and an @-measurable unit simple k-vector field [ : ‘R 4 A” (RE x RY) such 
that T, = T (R, E, 1) (by the boundary rectifiability theorem [12], [16]). Moreover there 
is a An+lWk (R”) al d v ue measure ~([[Wl, u> = {R” ([[Ml], u))~~A(~,~+I-~) whose 
components are defined by ([6] corollary 2.10): 
(R” ([[Ml], u), 4) = - / uR” (4) dX” for all 4 E Ci (R”), 
ni 
where R (4) = {R” (d))aEA(n,n+l-k) is the tangential derivative (with respect to M) 
of 4 defined by R (4) = w A 04, where * is the Hodge operator (for more details on 
this definition see [6] section 1). 
Now let u E BV (]]iVI]]), then the following integration by parts formula holds: for 
all a E A (n, n + 1 - k), for all 4 E Cj (Rc) and $ E Ci (Ry) 
where a& = dy A dx”, 6 = (1, . . . , 
s(a) = (-l)n+l 
n}\a, and s (a) is a sign depending on o, precisely 
sgn(li, cy), being sgn(6, o) the sign of the permutation (fi, a). 
In fact we have 
J 
+’ (Y) 4 (4 (E (x, Y>, ~4 d’FI” (x, Y) 
I?. 
=- 
J 4’ (Y) (W (4 4, 19 (x> Y)) a-t"+' (2, Y) E u 
= -s(a) / R" (4 (4)  Jucz) 4~' (Y) d'H1 (Y> d%'"(x) 
M 0 
= -s(a) J R” (4 (4) 4(u (4) dx” Lt.1 
+ s (CL!) (-l)n+l J 4J (0) 4J (Y) (*5(Y))” dT-ik-l (Y>, N 
where the last two equalities are consequences of the proof of theorem 1.3 [6] and 
remark 2.1 161 respectively. 
We want to split the left hand side of equation (1.1) into the sum of three objects in 
analogy with formula (0.2). Let p : R C Rg x R, -+ Rg be the projection on RE and 
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let S, = {z E M13-I’ (p-’ {z}) > 0}, then S, is countably (3-c”-l, k - l)-rectifiable 
([12], 3.2.31). We call S, the jump set of u. For example let M be a regular manifold 
with boundary. If u is of class C1 and 2~18~ # 0, then S, = dM. If M = [a, b] c R, 
then S, consists of all the jump points of U, possibly including the extremes a and 6. 
If we put RI = {(z, y) E RIEo (2, y) # O}, where EO = ‘&Acn,kj (t! dzY) dx?, and 
we put X!cU = R\Rr U p-l (SU)), then we get the following decomposition of R 
(1.2) R = R1 up-l (Su) u R&. 
By the area formula we have: 
= J M 
= s(a) J 4' (u (4) 4(4 A" (4 a-t'" (4, M 
where &(z, y) = (t(z, y), crcu (2, y)) and A” (x) is the density of the measure 
R” ([[Ml], U) with respect to 3c” LM. Besides the last equality in (1.3) follows from [ 1 l] 
proposition 3.1. We note that the role of A” (x) is similar to that of the approximate 
differential in the classical setting. 
By coarea formula we have 
4’ (y) ai1 (Y> > Q (4 d’H”-’ (4, 
where we note that [(xc, y) = E(z) for ‘F1”-almost all (x, y) E pm1 (S,). Besides we 
remark that the right hand side of (1.4) makes sense since 
J X1 (p-' {x}) d'FI"-' = 7 i' (p-l (Su)) < cm. .%A 
Let us consider the An+lPk (RE x RY) valued measure & = {&a}auE~(n,lL+i-k~ 
defined by 
cu” = E& (2, yp” LR&, 
then &” is a Radon measure, since M (57%) < +oo. The measure & is analogous to the 
Cantor part of the weak derivative of a classical BV function. If we call (Cu] = pg( ICI), 
then there is a measurable family of Radon measure 19% defined on R, with 18, ( = 1 for 
]Cu]-almost all 2 E Rn, such that 
J RFxR, g (z, y) dl~l(z, Y> = J J g (2, 9) d(G) (9) dlCu( (21, R” R 
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for all bounded Bore1 functions of Rz x R, ([18], theorem 1.1.6 and [16], lemma 38.4). 
Therefore, if we put Cgu = & (xc, y) 01, then we get 
J 
g(x, Y)(= (G Y> = 
JJ 
9 (2, Y> w,” 4 (Y) w4 (47 
EL; XR, R” R 
for all bounded Bore1 functions of Rz x R,, and ]Cz u] = 1 for ]Cu]-almost all z, 
where Cz u = {C,O u},*((,, n+l-k). Hence we have 
(1.5) I ~‘(Ybim&h Y)dXk = I 4w I ~‘(Y)d(C,“U)(Y)dlCUl(~). 
JR& JM JR 
In the proof of equality (1.1) what we need is $J’ (y) to have compact support, 
if the function $ belongs to 
(1.6) A = (4 E C1 (WM (0) = 0, $J’ 2 0, 4’ E Cc W)), 
then by decomposition (1.2) and equations (1.3), (1.4), (1 S), equality (1.1) becomes 
thus 
(1.7) J R” (4 (4) + b (4) d’Flk (~1 M 
for all 4 E C,l (Rz) and 4 E A. 
2. SBV functions and a compactness theorem for SBV functions 
In this section we give the definition of the class SBV ([[Ml]) of the special functions 
of bounded variation over a rectifiable current, and, by a characterization theorem 
(theorem 2.2), we will prove a compactness theorem for SBV functions (theorem 2.6). 
DEFINITION 2.1. - Let [[Ml] = r (M, r), 1) b e a k-dimensional integer current in R” and 
let u E BV ([[Ml]). We say that u E SBV ([[Ml]) if the measure 6 is zero. 
THEOREM 2.2. - Let u E BV ([[Ml]). Zfth ere is a jnite positive Radon measure p on R” 
and a vector valuedfunction B = {Ba}aEA(n,n+l-k), with B” E Ll(7-l” LM), such that 
for all $ E C’,l (R”) andf or all $ E A, as defined in (1.6), we have 
(2.1) IIJ M R(~(s))7/1(~(2))d71*(2)+J ~(~)~‘(~(~))8(2)d~“(2) // M 
then u E SBV ([[MI]), B = A = {Aa}aEA(n,7L+1-k) and p 2 ‘FIk-l l-S,. 
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Remark 2.3. - The choice of the test functions $ in A is due to the fact that we do 
not have enough information about the fibres p-l (x) on the jump set S,: in the Cartesian 
case [4], there is no need of restricting the test functions because one can consider the 
boundary of the vertical part of the graph to write explicitly the jump part in equation (1.7). 
Remark 2.4. - We note that if u E SBV ([[IV]]) and 7-1”-’ (SU) < +cc, then, by (1.7), 
inequality (2.1) is satisfied with B = A and ,U = 2 F6-l i S,. 
Now we want to prove the following lemmas which are useful for the proof of 
theorem 2.2. 
LEMMA 2.5. - Let o be a Radon measure on R which is singular with respect to X1. 
I” there is a positive constant C such that 
I/ I 
$‘da 5 C 11441co: 
.R 
for all II, E A, then D = 0. 
Proof. - Let g = fr+ - C be the Jordan decomposition of C. Since c is singular 
with respect to %I, there are two disjoint a-measurable sets A+ and A- such 
that g+ (E) = g+ (E fl A+) and c’- (E) = g- (E n A-) for all a-measurable E c R, 
and ?fl (A+ U A-) = 0. Let K be a compact subset of A+ and let E > 0. Then there is 
an open and bounded set U such that K c l-J and 
x1 (U) < E, 6 (U) < E. 
Now let us consider a function $ E A defined by $ (t) = s,” $I’ (s) ds, where $’ satisfies 
- t)‘(t) = 0 if t E R\U, 
- I/I’(~) = T > 0 if t E K and 0 5 r/Y(t) 5 T if t E U. 
By hypothesis we have 
which implies 
a+(K)r<Cr7?(U)+rc-F(U)<(c+l)r~. 
Since E is arbitrary, we get cr.+ (K) = 0 for all compact K c A+. This means that o+ G 0, 
since g is a Radon measure. 
Similarly we can show that c E 0. n 
LEMMA 2.6. - Let 2 E S, and ‘H1(p-l{s}) < 00. If there is a positive constant L 
such that 
J ti’d’F1l 5 L lWllm> pi’ 1 z ) 
for all 1c, E A, then L >_ 1. 
Proof. - Since 0 < X1 (p-l {x}) < 03, there is a compact K c p-l {CC} with 
Ffl (K) > 0 and for any E > 0 there is an open set U > p-l {z} such that 
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‘H1 (U\p-’ {z}) < E. Let 11, E A be defined by $J (t) = Ji $’ (s) ds, where 0 5 11’ < 1, 
support $I’ c U, $I’(K = 1. Then 
114lm I 1 1Cl’d’FIl 
Now, since 
and E is arbitrary, we get L 2 1. n 
Proof of Theorem 2.2. - First step. We will prove that B” (z) = A” (x) for @-almost 
all 2 E M and all cx E A (n, n + 1 - k). 
For this step of the proof and for the next one we follow pretty closely the proof of 
theorem 2.3 in [4]. Let us suppose that x0 E M satisfies the following conditions: 
i) u is approximately differentiable in zo; 
ii) Pli~+ p 1-k P (B, (TO)) = 0, w h ere I?,, (50) = {X E R”ll~ - ~a( < p}; 
iii) ~0 is a Lebesgue point for B and for the orientation 7 of M. 
Since u E SV([[M]]), condition (i) is satisfied 7-k”-almost everywhere on M 
([6], theorem 3.2). Thus, since (ii) fails on a set which is a-finite with respect to If”-r 
([ 161, 3.2.11, conditions (i), (ii), (iii) are satisfied ‘FI”-almost everywhere on M. 
Let y E A, cp E Ci (Br (0)). If we set 4(x:> = cp (7) and $J(s) = y(q), 
then, by (2.1) and changing variables, we have (obviously to get II, E A we have to 
choose y appropriately, for example if u (~a) >_ 0, y has to be zero in (-CM, 01) 
(2.2) 1 I’ (R” cp (Y)> Y (up (Y/)> + P (Y) 7’ (u, (YY)) I?* (x0 + PY)> mk (Y) 
. B1 (O)flM, 
I Pl-‘” ll~llco Ilcpllcc CL (BP ha, 
for all (Y E R(n, n + 1 - Ic), where MP = {p-’ (x - x0)1x E 
u (“o+PY)--u (Q) 
P . By (i) we have the following convergences 
lim pro+ 
s 
M “B (o) IY (%A - Y bdl dJik = 0 
P 1 
and 
lim p-o+ s M “B (o) IY’ (%> - 7’ bo)l a-L” = 0, P 1 
where u. (y) = (V”P u (x0), y) and Vap u (x0) is the approximate 
Moreover by (iii) we get 
P 
M} and up (y) = 
gradient of u in zo. 
lim 
I p-+0+ M,nB1(o) 
IB” (x0 + py) - B” (x0)1 d3-1” = 0. 
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Thus if we pass to the limit as p + O+ in (2.2), applying (ii) to the right hand side, we get 
(2.3) 
I 
W ‘p (~1) Y (~0 (Y>> -I- cp (Y> Y’ (~0 (Y>> Be (~0) cm” (Y> = (A 
Bl (O)f-+ 
where P is the approximate tangent plane to A4 in x0. On the other hand, applying the 
definition of tangential derivative on P to the function y o uo, we have 
(2.4) 
I 
CR cp (Y)> Y bo (Y)) 
B1 (ow 
+ cp (y) 7’ (uo (Y)) *v (x0) A VP u (x0)) d-l” (Y> = 0. 
Hence, comparing (2.4) and (2.3), we get 
(B (20) - “rl (x0) A VP u (x0)) 
I P (Y> 7’ (uo (YN a-i” (Y> = 0 Bl (OW 
which implies B (x0) - *q (~0) A V”P u (x0) = 0, that is B = A for ‘Ft”-almost all z E A4 
([II], theorem 3.3) (though theorem 3.3 in [l l] concerns functions in W1l’ ([[M]]), the 
proof holds also for functions in BV ([[MI])). 
Second step. We will prove that u E SBV ([[Ml]), showing that & = 0. 
Our aim is to apply lemma 2.5. Let us suppose by contradiction that & # 0. By (1.7) 
and (2.1) we have 
which implies 
for all positive 4 E Ci (R”). Since in (2.5) the derivatives of 4 do not appear, we can 
extend inequality (2.5) to 4 = &!I, the characteristic function of a Bore1 set B C R”. 
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Let $’ be the absolutely continuous part of p with respect to JCuJ. Since the measure 
X”-l L S, is singular with respect to \CU(, by (2.5) we get 
(2.6) 
J Is 
ti’ (Y> d G 4 (Y) w4 (4 I ll111llm Pa (3 B R 
for all Bore1 set B C R” and all II, E A. 
If we consider the function 0, (x) = ) JR $J’ (y) d (C: u) (y)J for a fixed $ E A, then, 
by (2.6), we have that JCzL]-almost every z is a Lebesgue point for O+. Indeed, since A 
is separable with respect to the Cl-norm, we have that for JCuJ-almost all z 
(2.7) 
for all li, E A. 
Moreover, since ICul is a Radon measure, for ICzLI-almost all x there is a finite 
value Q (x) such that ([16], theorem 4.7) 
(2.8) Pa (4 (4) J%+ (I%( I?, (LIT)) = Q(4 < +O”. 
But then, by (2.6), (2.7) and (2.8) we get 
(2.9) 
Is 
R +’ (Y) d (C: 4 (Y) 5 lld4lm Q (4 
for (Cu)-almost all z and for all $ E A. We recall that C: u is concentrated 
on p-l {x} n Rcu for ICuj-al most all z, and by definition of RcU this means that Cz u 
is singular with respect to ‘FI1 for (&l-almost all x and all cr: E A (n, n + 1 - k). Thus, 
holding (2.9), we can apply lemma 2.5 getting 
for ICu(-almost all z. Since by construction we had ICz U\ = 1 for J&(-almost all z, the 
hypothesis G # 0 was false. This way the second step is proved. 
Third step. We want to prove that p 2 ‘Flkdl L S, by a blow up argument, similarly 
to the second step. 
Since we know that ‘u. E SBV ([[Ml]), by (1.7) and (2.1) we get, for all $ E CE (R”) 
and II, E A, 
where A = (65 (x) 3.1kv1 I-. Su}aEA(n,n+l-k). 
As in the proof of the second step we can extend (2.10) to the characteristic functions 
of Bore1 sets B c R”, and, by definition of total variation of a measure applied to 
CJ,+ {zl +’ (Y> dW (~1) X9 we get 
(2.11) J (J $‘d3C1 dX”-l LS, I 11$llce pa (B), B P-’ {zl > 
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for all Bore1 sets B C R” and all $ E A, where hLa is the absolutely continuous part 
of p with respect to l-tkV1 L S,,. 
Now let us consider the function 
rvj (x) = ‘FIl (p” {x}) .I’ $’ aw, p-.l (,l.) 
with 11, E A, and let us consider the Radon measure H *= X1 (p-l {XT}) tik-r L S,. Since 
I$ E L1 (8) and A is separable with respect to the Cl-norm, for B-almost all :I: E R” 
we have 
(2.12) 
for all $ E A. Moreover for &almost all 2 E R” there is a finite value L(x) such that 
([16], theorem 4.7) 
(2.13) 
Let us consider B = B, (x) in (2.11). If we divide both side of (2.11) by f3 (B, (x)) and 
we pass to the limit as p + O+, by (2.12) and (2.13) we get 
for Eke1 L &-almost all 1c E R”. In (2.14) we can suppose that ‘FI1 (p-l {x}) < cc, 
because Js,, ?-I1 (p-’ {x}) d3-I”-l = Xk (p-’ (S,)) < cc. Hence, applying lemma 2.6, 
by (2.14) we get 
(2.15) L(z) x1 (p-’ {x}) 2 1: 
for XkV1 l-$-almost all x E R”. Since ,u~ = L (x) 0, by (2.15) it follows 
3.tk-l l-s, 5 L(x) I9 5 & 
THEOREM 2.6. - Let {uh}hE~ be a sequence offunctions in SBV ([[Ml]) such that for 
all h E N and a E A (n, n + 1 - k) 
(2.16) 
where p > 1, C is a positive constant and A;I: is the density of the measure R* ([[Ml], uh) 
with respect to 7-l” L Al. Th en there is a subsequence {uh,}iE~ and a function 
u E SBV w41) such that ‘1Lh, converge to u in L1 (‘FI” L n/r), the functions AEl 
converge weakly to A” in L1 (‘FI” L M) f or all Q E A (12, n + 1 - k), and ‘H”-l (S,) 5 
li,m%f ‘FI”-i (S,,l). 
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Proof. - By the compactness theorem in BV ([[Ml]) [17] there is a subsequence {uhl } 
and a function u E BV ([[Ml]) such that uh, converges to u in L1 (XFI” L A,J) and the 
current Tu~[ converges weakly to T,. In particular by (1.1) we have 
for all Q: E A (n, n + 1 - k), for all 4 E Ci (R”) and $ E A. Moreover, by remark 2.4, 
we have 
for all 1, where ph, = 2 ‘FIkP1 L S,+ . By (2.16) the functions AZ, converge weakly, up 
to subsequences, to a function B” in L1 (Ek l- M). Besides, if we consider that Q’ is 
bounded, continuous and that uhl converge to u in L1 (‘H” L n/r), then 4’ (uhl) converge 
to $’ (u) in L1 (‘H’” L M), always up to subsequences. Thus we have 
(2.19) 
Now, if we pass to the limit in (2.18) as 1 + ce, considering convergences (2.17), (2.19) 
and the weak convergence of ph,, up to subsequences, to a finite Radon measure /3, [due 
to (2.16)], we get 
for all $ E Cz (R”) and 71, E A, where B = {BCl}aEA(n,n+i-k), which implies, by 
theorem 2.2, that u E SBV ([[Ml]), i? = A and ‘F1”-l I- S, 5 p. Finally from the weak 
convergence of phi to p it follows 
Y-P1 (S,) 5 litn:f 3-lk-l (S,,! ). 
Remark 2.7. - If we suppose that the base current [[Ml] is not fixed, then we can get 
the following closure result. 
Let [[n/lb]] be k-dimensional integer currents in R”. Consider a sequence of functions 
{uh}hE~ E SBV ([[&&I]) and a function u E BV ([[AL!]]) such that: 
(2.20) the currents T,, converge weakly to T,; 
(2.21) ?P+l L E,, converge weakly to ‘H”+’ L. E,; 
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(2.22) JlvI, (jA;IP + 1) d7-t’ 5 C, for p > 1 and all h and o E A (n, n + 1 - k), where 
A; is the density of the measure R” ([[Ml], UL~) with respect to ‘FI” L A&; 
(2.23) 3-t”-l L S,, converge weakly to a Radon measure CL. 
Then u E SBV ([[Ml]). 
The proof is as follows. If we consider the measures 
vh = $’ (‘thh) ?ik LMh 
with $ E A fl C2 (R) and $J’ (0) = 0, then they 
v = 4’ (u) Xk L-M. In fact, for all 4 E Ce (R”) 
converge to the measure 
s,, Cj (X) ‘$’ (u/, (x)) dX” (x) =s, dJ (d ti” (d dxk+l (? 9) Uh 
and by (2.21) we get 
(2.24) .+ 
hk 
lM,. 4 (x) $J’ (uh (x)) d7-f’ (x> = J, 4 (x) ‘@ (u (x)) d’FIk (+ 
Moreover, if we consider the uniformly bounded measures ,Q = $’ (uh) AZ 7-l” L h’h, 




- dvh < COIlSt. 
R” vh 
Hence we can apply theorem 2.2 of [8], getting that ],P], the weak limit of a suitable 
subsequence { Phq, } kEN y is absolutely continuous with respect to V. That is we have 
where A = {Aa}a,Ell~n,n+l-k~ with A” E L1 (7-l’ L M). 
Besides by (2.20) and (1.1) we get 
(2.26) ,lLir 
s 
Rh (4 (x)) d’ (‘1Lh (x)) d’FIk = 
s 
12 G#J (4) $ (u (4) d3-I”, 
Mh M 
where iih (4) is the tangential derivative of 4 with respect to Mh. Now, since 
uh E SBV ([[Mh]]), we have 
(2.27) 
IIS 
Rh (4 (x)) ti (wx (x)) d3-lk (d + 
Mh s 
#J (x> 4’ bh (d) Ah (d cm” (x) 
Mh II 
I ll$~llm / J’ 
R" 
4d Px”-l LSu,) / . 
By (2.23), (2.29, (2.26), we get that u satisfies inequality (2.1) for all 1c, E A fl C2 (R) 
with $J’ (0) = 0. To get u E SBV ([[Ml]) we have to extend (2.1) to all 
$ E A. By regularization with C2-functions, inequality (2.1) is proved for any 
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$ 6 {$ E Al+’ (0) = 0). Let now T/J E A. If we suppose that 3-1’” ({x E Mlu (XT) = 0)) = 
0, we can find a suitable sequence of functions {v+!J~}~~N c {$ E Al+' (0) = 0) converging 
to 1c, uniformly and with $1 o u converging to $J’ o u in L1 (‘H” L M), and (2.1) follows 
by Lebesgue’s dominated convergence theorem. If not, there is a t E R such that 
3.t’ ({x E M(u (ST) = t}) = 0 and thus we can consider the sequence $+ (s) = $J (s - t), 
which converges to 4 with respect to the @-norm. 
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